Hay Maker is an all-purpose blend of legumes and grass formulated to produce quality hay where a mixture of legumes and grass are preferred. Contains 80% legumes for a natural nitrogen source. Hay Maker is an excellent choice for areas that dry slowly. Hay maker is best suited to 2 & 3 cut rotations. This formula is best suited to well drained soils, adequate fertility, and moisture.

**FORMULA**
40% Northern Hardy Alfalfa
20% Trooper Alfalfa
20% Medium Red Clover
20% Climax Timothy

**NORTHERN HARDY ALFALFA**
Northern Hardy is a fall dormancy two variety that is winter hardy and adds persistence to the stand. Northern Hardy matches well with clover in maturity and adds to quality and yield.

**TROOPER ALFALFA**
Trooper is our branded alfalfa. It is a fall dormancy three variety with very good genetics and well suited to the upper mid-west. Trooper is a single variety chosen for persistence, quality, yield, and disease resistance (27 minimum). Trooper is well suited to heavier soils where older varieties will fail.

**MEDIUM RED CLOVER**
Our Medium Red Clover is a northern variety selected to perform in the Upper Midwest. Red Clover adds energy and protein to any hay or pasture mixture.

**CLIMAX TIMOTHY**
Climax Timothy matches well with the maturity of clover for higher quality hay. Matching the maturity of the grass with the legumes improves RFV (Relative Feed Value) and yield. Timothy is also used to reduce lodging and facilitate hay making.

**FERTILIZATION**
**Recommendations:** To increase production and extend stand life a yearly application of 300 lbs of High Calcium Lime, 100 lbs. of Phosphorous (MAP 11-52-0), 100 lbs. of Potassium Sulfate (SOP 0-0-50) is recommended.

**RECOMMENDED SEEDING RATE**
18-20 lbs. per acre for best results
Package Size: 50 lb. Bags Pallet Quantity: 40 bags